


ADVANCED
PLANT

Advanced
Process Control
The entire plant operates from a single
point with the support of a sophisticated 
online computerized control system.

This ensures maximum automation in 
the manufacturing process, thus 
ensuring consistent product quality.

Quality control is monitored through
advanced robotics technology, which
includes robotic auto-sampling from
sample collection to the packaging 
stage.

The Robot Lab system improves sample
preparation quality, has zero human 
error, higher sample throughput, lower 
sample turn-around time, zero human 
exposure, resulting in a highly consistent 
product quality and unparalleled 
customer satisfaction.

Fully Robotic
QC Lab
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online computerized control system.
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the manufacturing process, thus 
ensuring consistent product quality.
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advanced robotics technology, which
includes robotic auto-sampling from
sample collection to the packaging 
stage.

The Robot Lab system improves sample
preparation quality, has zero human 
error, higher sample throughput, lower 
sample turn-around time, zero human 
exposure, resulting in a highly consistent 
product quality and unparalleled 
customer satisfaction.

Duraton deploys the most Advanced
Cement Processing Technology.

The Grinding Mill is coupled with a High 
Pressure Roll Press in a closed circuit, 
supported with a high e�ciency separator 
which ampli�es the action of grinding. 
This results into narrow and uniform 
Particle Size Distribution. Along with 
increased pack size, which accelerates the 
rate of gain of initial strength, 
consequently lowering water demand, 
and achieving higher cohesiveness.

Fully Robotic
QC Lab

Two-Stage Superfine
Grinding
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5X

Smooth Finish

Fast Mixability

Compatibility2

31

Concrete  made f rom 
DURATON stands the test 
of time against various 
environmental conditions.

DURATON PPC

Higher Durability Higher Early Strength

DURATON attains a higher 
strength earlier than other 
regular cements.

Improved Workability

Better Admixture

Roads, Runways,
Bridges & Flyovers

PPC Ideal Applications

RCC Work in 
Residential 
Constructions

High Rise
Buildings

Plaster &
Brickworks
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ADVANCED
PRODUCTS

*Images shown above are only for illustrative purpose

High
Compressive
Strength

Robotic Quality
Control

Anti-corrosion

Two-stage
Super�ne
Processing

Less Water
Consumption
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Roof, Column & 
Beam Casting

WR+ Ideal Applications

Dam Structure Water Retaining
Struc
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High
Compressive
Strength

Robotic Quality
Control

Anti-corrosion

Two-stage
Super�ne
Processing

Less Water
Consumption

With the presence of active 
Additives and High Reactive Silica, 
Prime WR+ ensures leak proof 
concrete and water repellant. 
Which is used in critical areas 
exposed to rain and water

Water Repellant & Leak Proof

Thick High Density Concrete

Prime WR+ provides higher density 
and thicker consistency concrete, 
which results in high cohesiveness 
and long lasting strength.

Duraton Prime WR+ is the �rst & 
only cement in India that comes in a 
unique vacuum packaging.

This dust free  environment friendly 
packaging increases shelf life of the 
product & ensures durability.

DURATON PRIME WR+

Dust Free Vacu Tight Pack
High
Pressure
Roll Press

Ball
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Mass Concrete Worker Retaining
Structures

*Images shown above are only for illustrative purpose

High
Compressive
Strength

Water
Repellent

Robotic
Quality
Control

Two-stage
Super�ne
Processing

Vacuum
Tight
Packaging

Anti-corrosion/Less
Water Consumption

Superior Cohesion

7X

Roof, Column & 
Beam Casting

Mass Concrete Work

WR+ Ideal Applications

Dam Structure Water Retaining
Structures
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With the presence of active 
Additives and High Reactive Silica, 
Prime WR+ ensures leak proof 
concrete and water repellant. 
Which is used in critical areas 
exposed to rain and water

Water Repellant & Leak Proof

Thick High Density Concrete

Prime WR+ provides higher density 
and thicker consistency concrete, 
which results in high cohesiveness 
and long lasting strength.

Duraton Prime WR+ is the �rst & 
only cement in India that comes in a 
unique vacuum packaging.

This dust free  environment friendly 
packaging increases shelf life of the 
product & ensures durability.

DURATON PRIME WR+

Dust Free Vacu Tight Pack
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ADVANCED
ENGINEERING

Selective High
Reactive Silica

With the presence of High Reactiv
Silica, Duraton gives a denser and 
highly impermeable concrete which 
prevents corrosion, lime leaching and 
resists sulphate and chloride attacks

Duratons Advanced Process ensur
narrow and uniform particle size 
distribution in the cement. This 
increases the pack size of the cement 
which accelerates the rate in gaining 
of initial strength, results in higher 
cohesiveness and decreases water 
demand.

Narrow Particle Size
Distribution (PSD)

Admixtures are used to give special 
properties to concrete. Duraton has 
been judiciously formulated in a wa
which reduces dosage of admixtur
at optimum scale. As per ISI, the 
maximum allowable dosage is 2%. 
With Duraton, the typical admixtur
dosage usually is in the range of 0.8% 
to 1.1% which is indicative of 
optimum admixture dosing.

Better Admixture
Compatibility
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Duraton PPC Characteristics

Characteristics

a. Initial

Compressive Strength
Mpa
Mpa
Mpa
Mpa

UOM DURATON BIS STANDARD

***All tests have been performed in the laboratory under test conditions.
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Home
builders

Masons
& engineers

++

24/7 Oncall Help

Duraton provides full �edged technical services, a helpline exclusively 
for technical advice and guidance in usage of cement. It ensures that 
customers get the best results from our products.

T / 1800 200 9988 

Corporate O�ce
A-12, Rajiv Gandhi Technology Park
Chandigarh 160 101, India

With Duraton Cement care van, service is provided
on site through a van manned by a quali�ed and
trained civil engineer. The van has the required
testing facilities/equipment to test the materials
on site. The raw materials used in construction are
tested on site, and customers are advised on the
right method for producing quality concrete.

With the use of state-of-the-art technology and
strong thrust on research and development,
Duraton Cement has developed knowledge
initiatives to cater to its three customer segments -
individual home builders, masons and contractors,
and architects and engineers.

These initiatives serve as a platform to share
information, initiate interactions and encourage
innovations within the �eld.

Mobile Expert

ADVANCED
SERVICES

DURATON Cement Knowledge Initiative

Masons
& engineers

+
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